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Abstract
In this research, we investigate the dynamic behavior of Inconel 718 fabricated through laser powder bed fusion (L-PBF),
addressing a notable knowledge gap regarding the correlation between process parameters and dynamic properties. The
process parameters adopted are deducted from an extension of the Rosenthal solution, formulated to increase the process
productivity while avoiding the typical production process defects. The dynamic Young modulus and the structural damping
of the material are estimated as a function of the process parameters through ping tests reproducing the flexural vibrations
of the specimens in as-built, solutioned, and aged conditions. The microstructure and porosity are investigated through
metallographic analyses. The results show a substantial influence of the L-PBF process parameters on the dynamic Young
modulus, which markedly increases as the energy density is reduced (23%) and progressively becomes more similar to the
conventionally produced material. This influence stands in stark contrast to the relatively modest impact of heat treatments,
which underlines a negligible effect of the process-induced residual stress. The structural damping remained approximately
constant across all test conditions. The elastic response of the material is found to be primarily influenced by the different
microstructures produced as the L-PBF process parameters varied, particularly in terms of the dimensions and shape of the
solidification structures. The unexpected relationship between the dynamicYoungmodulus, energy density, andmicrostructure
unveils the potential to fine-tune the material’s dynamic behavior by manipulating the process parameters, thereby carrying
substantial implications for all the applications of additively manufactured components susceptible to significant vibratory
phenomena.

Keywords Laser powder bed fusion · Nickel-based alloys · Ping testing · Metallographic analysis · Dynamic behavior

1 Introduction

The extension of rapid prototyping to metallic materials
through processes such as laser powder bed fusion (L-PBF),
electron beam melting (EBM), and direct energy deposition
(DED) has resulted in a significant increase in the usage
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of additively manufactured components in several indus-
trial applications [1, 2]. As some examples [3], stainless
steel is widely used in the food industry due to its high
mechanical strength and corrosion resistance. High-strength
titanium alloys lend themselves well to creating complex
shapes for bone or tissue prostheses in the biomedical indus-
try. Aluminum alloys are employed in the aerospace industry
to produce thin-walled and lightweight parts with complex
geometries. Nickel-based superalloys, such as Inconel 718,
are adopted to realize turbochargers, nuclear reactors, gas tur-
bines, airplane parts, and all those mechanical components
which require highmechanical performances at high temper-
atures. Inconel 718 and 625 are also extensively employed
at room temperature in the oil and gas and chemical industry
for the production of valves and critical components due to
their utmost resistance to corrosion and hydrogen embrittle-
ment, associated with their high static and cyclic strength [4,
5]. Modern additive manufacturing techniques allow the pro-
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duction ofmechanical components characterized by complex
geometries, which may not be obtainable through standard
manufacturing techniques (as in the case of lattice structures
[6–13]). In addition, the mechanical performances of addi-
tively manufactured components are comparable or superior
to the analog obtained through traditional processes [14].
Given the interaction between several physical phenomena,
the qualification of additive manufacturing processes is more
complex than traditional ones. Moreover, it involves materi-
als, process parameters, and heat treatments, which are the
subject of several recent research works.

Several studies [15–22] characterized the influence of the
process parameters adopted during the printing process on
the bulk (Youngmodulus, yield and tensile strength, ductility,
elongation at break, porosity) and surface (fatigue strength,
surface roughness) properties of the material. Considering
the widely used L-PBF process, the features of the metal
powder used, the parameters of the laser beam, and the heat
treatments undergone by the material are the most influenc-
ing factors for the final properties of the printed component
[23–27]. Adopting a different scanning strategy, printing
direction, layer thickness, hatch distance, and energy den-
sity produces different surface textures, microstructures, and
mechanical properties of the material [28–37]. Liu et al. [38]
investigated the effect of energy density on the texture and
mechanical anisotropy in selective laser-melted Inconel 718.
They demonstrated that a high energy density increases the
anisotropy in the yield strength of the material, while lower
energy densities correspond to finermicrostructures.Wu [39]
investigated the effects of energy density on the formation
of metallurgical defects. Zhang et al. [40] studied three dif-
ferent scanning strategies to modify the surface finish and
microstructure of selective laser-melted specimensmaximiz-
ing their wear resistance. Simonelli [41] and Bertolini [42]
analyzed the effects of printing direction on the mechani-
cal properties and anisotropic behavior of different printed
materials. Other studies characterized the fatigue resistance
and the propagation of cracks as a function of the process
parameters [43, 44] and the build orientation [45–47].

The high heat input of the laser beam produces severe
thermal cycles in most of the additive processes with metal
powders, generating high residual thermal stresses [48–50]
that are usually reduced or removed through heat treat-
ments [51] or different scanning strategies [52]. Tucho et al.
[53] studied the dissolution of macro- and micro-segregated
precipitates in Inconel 718 specimens obtained by L-PBF
by varying the temperature and the total time of the heat
treatment. Shin et al. [54] studied the evolution of the
microstructure and mechanical properties of stainless steel
316L prepared via L-PBF for several heat treatments. All
those studies demonstrated that residual stresses influence
themechanical properties of the printed component, but their
effects can be limited through different heat treatments. Fur-

thermore, heat treatments can be adopted to enhance the
material’s properties and modify its microstructure.

In many industrial applications, such as in the turbo-
machinery or aerospace industry, additively manufactured
components can experience vibrations of different magni-
tudes, making the identification of the dynamic properties
of the material mandatory. The dynamic Young modulus and
the structural damping of components obtained through stan-
dard manufacturing processes have been extensively studied
[55, 56]. On the contrary, investigations on the dynamic
behavior of additively manufactured components are still
limited. Maconachie [57] and Carassuss [58] characterized
the influence of the strain rate on the mechanical properties
of specimens obtained by L-PBF with different building ori-
entations and thicknesses. Ge et al. [59] studied the behavior
of selective laser-melted 316L stainless steel produced at
different scanning speeds, identifying constitutive models of
the material as a function of the strain rate and the process
parameters employed. Scalzo et al. [60] used different exper-
imental setups to quantify the dissipative properties of L-PBF
lattice structures. Furthermore, the material’s microstructure
constitutes a critical element for the mechanical properties of
additively manufactured components, but only its influence
on the static properties of the material (bulk or surface) has
been extensively studied.

The literature review carried out emphasizes the need for
further research on the dynamic behavior of additively man-
ufactured materials, which is particularly concerning given
the increasing usage of additive manufacturing in applica-
tions ranging from aerospace parts to biomedical implants,
where components are frequently subject to dynamic forces
and vibrations. While some previous studies have begun to
characterize the influence of the strain rate on these materi-
als, the broader dynamic behavior still remains inadequately
explored. Moreover, the influence of key factors such as
process parameters and heat treatments on the dynamic prop-
erties (dynamic Young modulus and structural damping) of
additivelymanufactured components is still unclear. The lim-
ited research in this domain hampers our ability to optimize
the process and predict the behavior of additively manu-
factured parts in frequency-dependant scenarios, leaving a
significant knowledge gap that needs to be addressed to
ensure reliable and safe applications.

In this context, the present study introduces a novel sys-
tematic methodology to comprehensively characterize the
dynamic behavior of additively manufactured metals as
a function of the process parameters employed, focusing
on Inconel 718 specimens fabricated through laser powder
bed fusion (L-PBF). The dynamic Young modulus and the
structural damping of the material were obtained for eight
different combinations of the process parameters derived
from an extension of the Rosenthal solution. The proposed
formulation was used to increase the process productivity
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while avoiding the typical defects of the L-PBF process (i.e.,
lack of fusion, meltpool instability, and keyhole). The speci-
menswere characterized through a series of ping tests carried
out on a test rig reproducing free vibrations according to the
first bending mode, which is notoriously the most important
for the quantification of the energy dissipation of thematerial.
Moreover, thematerialwas tested in three distinct conditions:
as-built, solutioned, and aged. The three material conditions
tested were used to highlight the influence of the process
parameters taken alone, the influence of any residual stress
resulting from the printing process, and the effect of themate-
rial’s strengthening through the precipitation of intermetallic
compounds. The porosity and microstructural features were
studied as a function of the process parameters using a series
of metallographic assessments and subsequently correlated
to the dynamic properties of the material.

2 Specimenmanufacturing

The specimens were produced in the “Metal Additive Man-
ufacturing” laboratory of the University of Pisa using a
Renishaw RenAM 500S Flex L-PBF machine. The machine
can operate in continuous or pulsed wave laser emission, and
a maximum output power of 500 W can be produced. The
material used is a standard Inconel 718 powder supplied by
Heraeus Additive Manufacturing GmbH, compliant with the
ASTMF3055 standard. The particle size distribution is com-
prised between 13 and 53 μm (D10 ÷ D90).

The specimens were produced in a single batch and with
the same vertical building direction to exclude the effect of
the building orientation on the material’s dynamic properties
(Fig. 1). Thehatching regionwasobtainedusing a stripe scan-
ning pattern with layers rotated by 67◦. A continuous wave
emissionof the laser beamwas employed.During the printing
process, the built plate was preheated to 170 ◦C to minimize
the residual stresses. The process chamber was filled with
argon gas, reaching an oxygen concentration lower than 7
ppmw.

z
yx

Building direction

Stripe hatching pattern

Cross section

Built plate
Base cone

Laser beam

Fig. 1 Specimen building strategy
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Fig. 2 Specimen geometry and dimensions (reported in mm)

The geometry of the specimens is reported in Fig. 2.
The specimens were designed for the ping tests, featuring
a rectangular cross-section to simplify the application of
an impulsive excitation on their larger flat side. The ratio
between the characteristic dimension of the cross-section and
the specimen’s length is equal to 10. The specimen’s dimen-
sions were chosen to maximize the built plate usage, thus
reducing the powder waste. The region of connection with
the built plate is a truncated pyramid, sized to simplify the
detachment and extraction of the specimens.

The material was investigated in the as-built, solutioned,
and aged conditions. Following the execution of the ping tests
in the as-built condition, the same specimens were subjected
to a solutioning heat treatment (980 ◦C for 1 h, followed
by furnace cool until room temperature). Again, after the
execution of the ping tests in the solutioned conditions, the
specimens were subjected to an aging heat treatment (720 ◦C
for 8h, furnace cooling until 650 ◦C at 55 ◦C/h followed by
8h at 650 ◦C, and a final furnace cooling until room tempera-
ture). Both heat treatments were carried out in a Nabertherm
LH/120 furnace using a protective atmosphere with argon
gas to minimize the formation of surface oxides.

2.1 Process parameters selection

Theprocess parameters used to print the specimenswere cho-
sen on the basis of an extension of the Rosenthal solution [40,
61, 62], which describes the thermal field produced in L-PBF
processes. The formulation, proposed by Moda [25], was
validated byMacoretta et al. [44],whodemonstrated that pro-
cess parameters belonging to the so-defined L-PBF feasible
region produce a material not affected by macroscopic met-
allurgical defects, and having only a slight reduction in the
fatigue strength. The adopted formulation correlates themain
process parameters (laser power, scan speed, hatch distance,
layer thickness) and the material thermal properties through
two dimensionless parameters, namely the normalized speed
V ∗ and power P∗. The main result of this formulation is the
process feasible region, which defines all the combinations
of process parameters that guarantee the absence of typical
metallurgical defects, such as lack of fusion (LoF), meltpool
instability, or keyhole.
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Fig. 3 L-PBF process feasible region (white hatched region). Literature
data and A2, A3, and A5 are obtained from [25, 44]

The final process parameter combinations adopted in the
present work are an extension of those used in [44] and were
determined starting from the baseline values suggested by
Renishaw and already investigated in other studies [37, 43]
(hereafter defined as Baseline). The remaining combinations
were obtained within the feasible region by moving along
a straight line having a similar margin with respect to the
lack of fusion (LoF) region (hereafter defined as Ai). The
proposed logic determines the process parameters within the
feasible region by progressively reducing the energy density
and increasing the process productivity, obtaining significant
advantages from an industrial point of view. The total number
of configurations adopted was equal to 8 (Fig. 3), and four
specimens were printed and tested for each combination of
parameters to give statistical relevance to the collected data.
All the parameters employed are reported in Table 1, inwhich
P is the laser beam power, v the scan speed, h the hatch dis-
tance, t the layer thickness, Ar the aspect ratio of the molten
pool, Ed the volumetric energy density, and Br the process
build rate. For each combination of parameters, the build rate
Br was calculated as the printed volume per unit of time:

Br = thv

and the volumetric energy density Ed, used to represent the
integral effect of all the process parameters, was calculated
as the ratio between laser beam power and the process build
rate:

Ed = P

thv

The layer thickness and the hatch distance were kept con-
stant for all the combinations of the parameters except for
the A3 specimens, which were printed with a higher hatch
distance. The safety margin was slightly reduced for the
A6 specimens, which were obtained by increasing the scan
speed at the same power as the A5 configuration. It can be
noticed that, at the lowest energy density, the process build
rate can reach a 150% increase compared to the Baseline
case. Compared to [44], which adopted only the A2, A3, and
A5 parameters, the higher number of combinations adopted
allows to analyze in detail the effect of the process parameters
on the dynamic properties of the material.

2.2 Dimensional analysis of the specimens

The specimens were visually inspected to verify the absence
of thermal distortions. It was verified that, regardless of the
process parameters adopted, the specimens are not affected
by any permanent deformation related to the printing process.

All the specimenswere subject to an accurate dimensional
analysis to verify the correspondence of the actual geome-
try with the nominal one. The dimensions of each specimen’s
section (w and s)weremeasured at five longitudinal positions
using a blade micrometer, having an accuracy of 0.01 mm.
Given the reduced blade thickness (0.7 mm), the microme-
ter measures the specimen’s dimensions avoiding any effect
related to the maximum height of the roughness peaks [44]
(i.e., residual powder inclusions or surface defects), which
would produce an overestimation of the specimen’s section
and an underestimation of the dynamic Young modulus of
the material. The length of the truncated pyramid Lc and the
specimen’s total length L were measured using a centesimal

Table 1 L-PBF process
parameters, melt pool aspect
ratio, energy density, and build
rate

P (W) v (m/s) h (μm) t (μm) Ar (-) Ed (J/mm3) Br (mm3/s)

Baseline 280 0.90 90 60 6 57.6 4.9

A0 310 1.10 90 60 7 51.9 5.9

A1 350 1.30 90 60 8 49.9 7

A2 375 1.50 90 60 9 46.3 7.8

A3 460 1.50 135 60 9 45.4 10.1

A4 435 1.75 90 60 10 46.0 9.5

A5 475 2.00 90 60 11 44.0 10.8

A6 475 2.25 90 60 12 39.1 12.2
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Table 2 Dimensional analysis
results

L (mm) Lc (mm) w (mm) s (mm) m (g)

Baseline 83.02 ± 0.42 3.12 ± 0.01 8.02 ± 0.01 3.04 ± 0.01 16.57 ± 0.01

A0 83.00 ± 0.42 3.12 ± 0.02 8.03 ± 0.02 3.05 ± 0.04 16.55 ± 0.01

A1 83.03 ± 0.41 3.11 ± 0.01 8.02 ± 0.01 3.03 ± 0.01 16.54 ± 0.01

A2 83.03 ± 0.42 3.25 ± 0.02 8.04 ± 0.01 3.03 ± 0.01 16.43 ± 0.01

A3 83.06 ± 0.42 3.10 ± 0.02 8.05 ± 0.01 3.04 ± 0.01 16.91 ± 0.01

A4 83.19 ± 0.42 2.91 ± 0.01 8.02 ± 0.01 3.02 ± 0.02 16.37 ± 0.01

A5 83.14 ± 0.42 2.93 ± 0.02 8.03 ± 0.01 3.01 ± 0.01 16.27 ± 0.01

A6 83.12 ± 0.42 3.12 ± 0.02 8.02 ± 0.02 3.01 ± 0.01 16.22 ± 0.01

caliper. The mass m was measured using a high-precision
scale.

The results of the dimensional analysis are reported as
the mean value and standard deviation of each specimen’s
dimension in Table 2. All the dimensions are not affected by
significant dependencies on the process parameters adopted,
the measured dispersion is limited, and the differences from
the nominal dimensions are lower than 1%. The maximum
difference from the nominal dimensions is obtained on the
length of the truncated pyramid, which is highly dependent
on the specimen’s removal from the building plate and is in
the order of 2%.

Finally, the material’s mass density ρ was calculated as
the ratio between the measured mass and the volume of each
specimen calculated using its mean dimensions. The average
material mass density is the same as Inconel 718 obtained
through traditional manufacturing processes and is equal to
ρ = 8300 ± 15kg/m3.

3 Experimental tests and numerical methods

3.1 Ping test setup

A series of ping tests were used to characterize the dynamic
properties of the specimens obtained by L-PBF. Following
the ASTM E1876-21 standard [63], the ping test consists
of the application of an impulsive excitation to the spec-
imen through an impact tool (which can be instrumented
or not) and in the measurement of the subsequent dynamic
response. The specimen can vibrate freely according to its
natural modes, eliminating the need for complex support sys-
tems, elaborate setups, or alignments. The spectral analysis
of the specimen’s response and the study of the related fre-
quency response function (FRF) allow the quantification of
the natural frequencies of the stimulated natural modes and
to derive, through analytical or finite element models, the
dynamicYoungmodulus of thematerial E and the associated
structural damping ζ . Any spurious frequency component
can be easily filtered, and the test typically features high

repeatability. Compared to standard tests, ping tests allow
simple, rapid, and accurate characterizations of the dynamic
properties of the material obtained by additive manufactur-
ing without the need for any preliminary preparation of the
specimens.

In the present study, the ping tests were performed using
the equipment shown in Fig. 4. The impulsive excitation
was applied through a Dytran 5800SL impulse hammer. The
dynamic response was measured using a Polytec OFV 551
laser optic-fiber vibrometer featuring a maximum sampling
rate of 50 kHz. The specimen was instrumented using a
reflective stamp and was supported by two cylindrical pins
(3mm diameter) placed on L-shaped supports, which can
slide alonghorizontal guides to allow the testingof specimens
with different dimensions. Thepinswere located on the nodes
of the first bending mode, whose position depends solely on
the specimen’s geometry (Fig. 2). For the specimens consid-
ered, the first node is located at 18.3 mm from the flat end of
the specimen, and the distance between the nodes is equal to
45mm. The impulsive excitation and the dynamic response
(speed acquisition) were applied/measured on the anti-nodal
position (i.e., in correspondence with the specimen’s center).
In the adopted test configuration, the specimen vibrates in

Nodal positions

Elastic waves propagation

Measuring point

Laser vibrometer

Test rig
Lab hammer

Fig. 4 Ping test scheme and test rig setup
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free-free conditions according only to its first bending mode,
eliminating any dissipative contribution associated with the
test rig and allowing themeasurement of the structural damp-
ing of the material. The test was repeated five times for each
specimen. Considering that four specimens were printed for
each process parameters combination and that three material
conditions were considered, a total of 480 tests were exe-
cuted. In addition, a conventional hot-rolled Inconel 718 rod
was tested to obtain a reference value of the dynamic Young
modulus. The rod has a diameter of 15.92mm and a length of
475mm and was tested in the solutioned and aged material
condition.

3.2 Dynamic Youngmodulus calculation

The dynamic response of the specimens was processed
through a fast Fourier transform (FFT) to determine the fre-
quency of the first bending mode fr, which can be directly
correlated to the dynamic Young modulus of the material E .

The dynamic Young modulus was identified using an
accurate 3D finite element model (FEM) that was set up
and solved using the ANSYS mechanical modal analysis
environment. The dimensional analysis results (Sect. 2.2)
show that the specimen’s geometry is identical to the nom-
inal one. Therefore, as no geometry-related effect will be
present when calculating the material’s dynamic properties,
the model reproduced the nominal geometry of the spec-
imens. The material was assumed to be linearly elastic,
homogeneous, and isotropic, using the measured density and
Poisson’s ratio of the conventional Inconel 718 (ν = 0.294)
as fixed inputs. The proposed model neglects the effects of
the material porosity and well-known anisotropic behavior
due to the building direction of the L-PBF process. The for-
mer can be assumed having a limited effect when evaluating
a bulk property such as the dynamic Young modulus, espe-
cially in cases where high material density is expected. The
latter should not affect the evaluation of the dynamic Young
modulus in the z direction. The mesh was made of 8 nodes
brick elements. The final element size was determined based
on a convergence analysis made on the frequency of the first
bending mode, which coincides with the natural mode mea-
sured experimentally (Fig. 5).On average, the total number of
nodes and elementswas equal to 7500 and1300, respectively.

0.0000.0570.1140.1710.2280.2850.3420.3990.512 (mm)

Fig. 5 Finite element model modal shape of the first bending mode

As the specimen was modeled without constraints, the finite
element model reproduced the free-free experimental testing
conditions. Given the model’s linearity, the dynamic Young
modulus of the material wasmodified until the simulated fre-
quency of the first bending mode was equal to that measured
experimentally for each specimen in each testing condition.

3.3 Structural damping calculation

The structural damping of the material was calculated from
the dynamic response of the specimen. The experimental sig-
nal was filtered using a band-pass filter having a bandwidth
equal to [ fr-100, fr+100] Hz, which eliminates any spurious
component present in the dynamic response of the system
(i.e., test rig, electrical or measurement noise) and isolates
the free oscillation according to the specimen’s first bending
mode. The damping ratio of the material was then calculated
using the logarithmic decrement method, filtered through
a 10-value moving average. The specimen’s response was
approximated with a one degree-of-freedom damped har-
monic oscillator having imposed an initial speed:

ẋ(t) = ẋine
−ζ2π frT cos(2π frT )

in which ẋ is the instantaneous speed of the measured point,
˙xin is the initial speed, T is the time, and ζ is the calculated
material’s damping ratio. As shown in Fig. 6, the theoret-
ical response obtained through the proposed methodology
reproduces the experimental one with high accuracy.

3.4 Microstructural analysis

Thematerial’smicrostructurewas analyzed bymeans of low-
magnification optical microscopy. After the execution of the
ping tests, samples were obtained from each aged specimen
along the longitudinal and transversal directions, namely
parallel and orthogonal to the specimen build direction.
The samples were prepared following the standard metallo-
graphic procedure (ASTME3-11 standard) and etched using
Kalling’s II (n.94,ASTME407) reagent. Themirror-polished
sampleswere observed before and after the chemical etching.
The software ImageJ [64] was used to calculate the material
density d and to analyze the pore size, shape, and distribu-
tion as a function of the process parameters adopted. At least
ten samples extracted on each direction were investigated per
each process parameters set. The samples were extracted at
different positions along the specimen’s length to highlight
any potential microstructural heterogeneity along the build
direction [65, 66].
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Fig. 6 Comparison between the
experimental signal and the
theoretical response of the one
degree-of-freedom oscillator
(A2 parameters)
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4 Results

4.1 Dynamic behavior

As shown in Fig. 7, the dynamic Young modulus E of
the material is highly dependent on the process parame-
ters adopted regardless of the heat treatment undergone by
the specimens. In fact, by condensing the effect of the pro-
cess parameters in the energy density, E decreases with the
Ed following an approximately parabolic trend that remains
unchanged following the solutioning and aging heat treat-
ments. In the as-built conditions, E has a maximum increase
of 23% compared to the Baseline parameters, reaching a
plateau for Ed = 45.4 J/mm3. At lower energy densities
(Ed < 45.4 J/mm3), it undergoes negligible variations (less
than 1.5%) and remains approximately constant. The solu-
tioning treatment translates the curves upwards and produces
an average increase of E equal to 3.4%. The same consid-
erations are valid for the aging treatment, which causes an
average increase of E of 5.5% compared to the as-built con-
ditions and 1.5% compared to the solutioned specimens. For

each energy density, E shows limited standard deviations
(Table 3), implicating high repeatability of the technologi-
cal process. The specimens obtained at lower energy density
show a reduced dispersion of E , while the values of E
obtained with the Baseline parameters are affected by high
variability, with amaximumvariation equal to approximately
6% of the mean value. All the tests performed on a single
specimen returned the samenatural frequency, indicating that
the dynamic Young modulus dispersion depends on the L-
PBF process rather than the measurement method. After the
heat treatments, the deviation of the dynamic Young modu-
lus remains contained and undergoes a modest reduction for
all the process parameter sets.

The dynamic Young modulus obtained for the conven-
tional Inconel 718 bar was 209GPa, in line with the literature
results [67]. From the comparison with the results of the ping
tests, it emerges that the material obtained by L-PBF has a
dynamic behavior that is more similar to the conventional
one for lower values of energy density (Fig. 7). The dynamic
Young modulus obtained for the conventional Inconel 718

Fig. 7 Dynamic Young
modulus obtained as a function
of the energy density for several
heat treatments. The parabolic
regressions of the average
values and the results of the
conventional Inconel 718 rod are
represented with a dashed line
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Table 3 Dynamic Young modulus obtained as a function of the energy
density for several heat treatments

E (GPa) As-built Solutioned Aged

Baseline 160.5 ± 9.3 165.5 ± 8.5 169.3 ± 7.8

A0 178.9 ± 2.9 185.3 ± 2.0 188.1 ± 1.8

A1 188.1 ± 0.6 193.9 ± 0.4 196.4 ± 0.6

A2 189.9 ± 1.2 195.7 ± 1.4 197.9 ± 1.7

A3 192.9 ± 0.9 199.0 ± 1.0 201.4 ± 1.0

A4 196.2 ± 0.9 202.3 ± 0.5 205.7 ± 1.6

A5 193.7 ± 2.5 201.1 ± 0.8 203.8 ± 1.0

A6 193.7 ± 0.6 200.5 ± 0.5 202.7 ± 0.5

can be considered a limit process value, with a minimum
difference of 1.6% (obtained for Ed = 46 J/mm3).

The structural damping associated with the material does
not vary significantly with the energy density and is approx-
imately constant for the different combinations of process
parameters (Fig. 8). Moreover, the heat treatments were
found not to modify the damping ratio. As reported in
Table 4, the average value of the damping ratio is equal to
0.0009 regardless of the process parameters or material con-
dition considered. The standard deviation is high and reaches
a maximum variation of 60% compared to the mean value
(as-built A1). As an evanescent quantity is evaluated, micro-
sliding phenomena can significantly influence the test result.
Nonetheless, the tests carried out are fundamental for the
dynamic applications of the material as they highlight the
independence of this characteristic property from the pro-
duction process and any heat treatments.

4.2 Material’s microstructure

The material porosity was calculated as a function of
the process parameters using the mirror-polished speci-
mens, observed at 2.5×magnification. Four metallographies

Table 4 Damping ratio obtained for several combinations of process
parameters and heat treatments

ζ (‰) As-built Solutioned Aged

Baseline 0.46 ± 0.14 0.47 ± 0.14 1.01 ± 0.32

A0 0.84 ± 0.43 1.60 ± 0.65 1.37 ± 0.31

A1 1.26 ± 0.91 0.80 ± 0.19 1.09 ± 0.21

A2 0.91 ± 0.18 0.39 ± 0.11 0.97 ± 0.39

A3 1.06 ± 0.49 0.76 ± 0.24 0.91 ± 0.25

A4 0.61 ± 0.07 1.26 ± 0.22 1.47 ± 0.32

A5 1.16 ± 0.23 1.05 ± 0.49 1.44 ± 0.42

A6 0.89 ± 0.34 0.94 ± 0.21 1.15 ± 0.11

obtained for different combinations of the process parame-
ters are reported in Fig. 9. As can be observed in Fig. 9a,
the Baseline parameters produce a full-dense material (d =
99.99 ± 0.01 %). The only pores present are due to the typ-
ical gas-entrapped bubbles, which are easily recognizable
by their perfectly round shape and limited size (approxi-
mately 10μmdiameter). By reducing the energy density (i.e.,
increasing the scan speed and the laser power), the molten
pool becomes progressively more elongated and thus prone
to humping instability [25, 68], and the pores assume the
characteristic comma shape while increasing in size [69].
These phenomena are enhanced for the lowest energy den-
sity values, as can be observed by taking the A6 specimen as
an example (Fig. 9d). Quantitatively, all the process parame-
ters combinations adopted, except for the process parameters
A3 and A6, produce a full-dense material characterized by
a material density featuring a mean value of about 99.98%
and a low standard deviation (Table 5). For the A3 speci-
mens, increasing the hatch distance favors the occurrence of
LoF phenomena, especially in the sub-superficial regions,
probably due to meltpool instabilities. On the other hand, the
lower material density of the A6 specimens is attributable to
the reduced safety margin adopted with respect to the LoF

Fig. 8 Damping ratio obtained
for several combinations of
process parameters and heat
treatments
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Fig. 9 Longitudinal sections
obtained through
low-magnification optical
microscopy (2.5×) after mirror
polishing the specimen’s
samples for several
combinations of the process
parameters. a Baseline. b A1. c
A4. d A6

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

1000 µm 1000 µm

1000 µm 1000 µm

region, which is produced by increasing the scan speed with-
out increasing the laser power (compared to the A5 process
parameters). The feasible region adopted is thus experimen-
tally validated, up to build rate values that are more than
double the Baseline value.

The evolution of the material’s microstructure is repre-
sented in Fig. 10 for four combinations of the process param-
eters (10×magnification). The microstructure obtained with
theBaseline parameters (i.e., with the highest energy density)
is characterized by several columnar structures (Fig. 10a),
which are mainly parallel, oriented along the build direc-
tion (longitudinal direction of the specimen), and extended
across several layers. Themolten pools are easily distinguish-
able due to precipitates that pile up at their boundary. On
average, the columnar structures extend through 20 layers.
By reducing the energy density, thematerial’s microstructure

Table 5 Material density
obtained as a function of the
process parameters considering
both longitudinal and transverse
sections

d (%)

Baseline 99.99 ± 0.01

A1 99.99 ± 0.01

A2 99.99 ± 0.01

A3 99.92 ± 0.10

A4 99.98 ± 0.01

A5 99.96 ± 0.02

A6 99.89 ± 0.06

undergoes a gradual change, mainly involving the features of
the solidification structures (Fig. 10b, c, andd).By simultane-
ously increasing the laser power and scan speed, the adopted
process parameter sets increase the meltpool aspect ratio and
reduce the specific heat input (proportional to the volumetric
energy density). The meltpool cooling rate is thus increased,
producing more severe thermal cycles. Compared to the
Baseline parameters, randomly oriented dendritic structures
with limited elongation can be observed (Fig. 10d), hinting
at the occurrence of complex three-dimensional cooling ther-
mal gradients, which locally overcome the global one aligned
with the build direction. The higher cooling rate consider-
ably reduces the longitudinal extension of the typical L-PBF
dendritic structures and produces a finer grain [33]. The
microstructure’s evolution is coherent with the super-cooling
theory [70, 71], according to which the cooling structures are
oriented as the cooling thermal gradient (main solidification
direction) and have an extension inversely proportional to
the cooling rate of the molten material. Excluding the base
cone, where thermal gradient and cross-section variations
may result in microstructural differences, the microstruc-
ture appears homogeneous and continuous along the build
direction and shows no significant variations. Moreover, the
dynamic properties of the specimen predominantly rely on
the microstructure of the majority of the material volume
involved in the test, and anyminor variation in themicrostruc-
ture would produce a negligible effect on the test results [63,
72].
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Fig. 10 Material’s
microstructure obtained through
low-magnification optical
microscopy (10×) for several
combinations of the process
parameters, etchant Kalling’s II.
a Baseline. b A1. c A4. d A6

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

200 µm 200 µm

200 µm 200 µm

5 Discussion

The results show a close correlation between the dynamic
properties of the Inconel 718 obtained by L-PBF and the
process parameters adopted. The ping tests highlighted a
marked dependency of the specimen’s natural frequencies on
the energy density. At the same time, the structural damping
associated with the material was not significantly affected.
In general, fixing a mechanical component’s geometry, mass
density, and stiffness determines its natural frequencies
uniquely: this means that the three main influencing factors
to be analyzed to explain the different dynamic behavior are
the specimens’ dimensions and mass density and dynamic
Young modulus of the material, which is, in turn, a function
of the elastic wave propagation in the microstructure.

As discussed in Sect. 2.2, the specimens did not present
any thermal distortions after the printing process or the heat
treatments due to the vertical build direction. The specimen’s
dimensions were measured using a blade micrometer and a

centesimal caliper for its transverse and longitudinal direc-
tions, respectively. The average section dimensions resulted
to be not influenced by the adopted printing parameters and
not significantly different from the nominal ones (differences
lower than 1%). The process parameter variations produce
different surface roughness profiles, depending on the stabil-
ity of the molten pool, and the pitch between the roughness
peaks increases with the energy density (Fig. 11). However,
the blade micrometer produces a more accurate estimate of
the specimen’s local dimensions, purging the measurement
of the more irregular roughness peaks, which would be irrel-
evant to the dynamic behavior. A sensitivity analysis to the
effects of the specimen dimensions was done by including
the geometry variations in the finite element model: the min-
imum (maximum) value of the dynamic Young’s modulus
is obtained by considering the longest (shortest) specimen
and the smallest (largest) cross-section. Moreover, consid-
ering L = 83.45 mm, Lc = 3.25 mm, w = 8.05 mm,
and s = 3.05 mm, the difference with the dynamic Young

Fig. 11 Measurement of the
specimen section using a blade
(a, c) and a standard micrometer
(b, d) for two combinations of
process parameters. a, b
Baseline process parameters. c,
d A5 process parameters

(a) (b)

0.7 mm 5 mm

(c) (d)

0.7 mm 5 mm
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Fig. 12 Material’s
microstructure obtained through
low-magnification optical
microscopy (20×), comparison
between the Baseline (a) and A6
(b) process parameters

(b)(a)

100 µm

Build direction

100 µm

Build direction

modulus obtained using the nominal geometry is only 4 GPa
(lower than 3%). The geometry variations induced by the
process parameter sets are not enough to justify the different
dynamic behavior.

The mass density of the L-PBF-produced specimens is
similar to that of the Inconel 718 obtained through tradi-
tional processes. The porosity is lower than 0.11% for all
the process parameter combinations (Table 5). Its effects
were evaluated by introducing the minimum material den-
sity (d=99.89%) in the finite element model, with nominal
specimen dimensions. It yields a dynamic Young modulus
which differs by 0.06% compared to that obtained consider-
ing the nominal mass density: the process-induced porosity
has a negligible influence on the dynamic properties of the
material, as demonstrated by Kovacik [73].

The trend obtained as a function of the energy den-
sity is not altered by the solutioning and aging treatments
(Fig. 7), confirming the absence of significant microstruc-
tural changes following the heat treatments (i.e., the adopted
heat treatments preserve the features produced by the printing
process) and a negligible influence of any process-induced
residual stress, which are present in the as-built mate-
rial conditions. This allows to discuss the effects of the
microstructure on the dynamic behavior regardless of the
heat treatment undergone by the material.

Excluding the effects of the specimen’s actual geome-
try and mass density, the material’s microstructure is the
only element capable of justifying the dynamic Young mod-
ulus variations as a function of the process parameters.
Also, the trend obtained as a function of the energy den-
sity is not altered by the solutioning and aging treatments
(Fig. 7), confirming the absence of significant microstruc-
tural changes following the heat treatments (i.e., the adopted
heat treatments preserved the microstructural features pro-
duced by the printing process) and a negligible influence of
any process-induced residual stress, which are present in the
as-built material conditions, thus allowing to consider only
the agedmicrostructure. As the energy density decreases, the
microstructure features cooling dendritic structures with pro-
gressively smaller dimensions and more randomly oriented

with respect to the build direction (Fig. 12). Consequently,
the material becomes more isotropic and similar to the
Inconel 718 obtained through conventional production pro-
cesses until a limit structure is reached at Ed = 45.4 J/mm3,
consistently with the trend obtained for the dynamic Young
modulus (Fig. 7).Dynamically, the columnar structures could
constitute a preferential direction for the propagation of elas-
tic waves, which propagate at limited speeds (i.e., reduced
dynamic Young modulus). On the other side, the microstruc-
ture obtained at lower energy density values does not have a
preferential path for the propagation of elastic waves, which
are reflected between the crystalline grains boundaries at
higher speeds (i.e., higher dynamic Young modulus). Fur-
thermore, the slight decrease of the dynamic Young modulus
experienced for the A5 and A6 process parameters (approxi-
mately 1%) can be attributed to the marked reduction of the
material density observed for those sets. In summary, it may
be hypothesized that the dynamic Young modulus depends
on the material’s grain size and orientation following a trend
similar to that obtained by varying the energy density and
approximately parabolic:

⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

E = −0.1569E2
d + 13.34Ed − 88.06 As − built

E = −0.1581E2
d + 13.34Ed − 79.50 Solutioned

E = −0.1575E2
d + 13.32Ed − 77.29 Aged

and increasing until reaching the finest (and more isotropic)
material’s microstructure (Ed = 45.4 J/mm3). Then, if
the energy density is further reduced, the microstructure is
approximately unchanged, but the dynamic Young modulus
undergoes a slight reduction due to the increase in the mate-
rial porosity (Table 5).

6 Conclusions

In the present study, the influence of the process parameters
and heat treatments on the dynamic behavior of specimens
in Inconel 718 obtained by laser powder bed fusion (L-PBF)
is investigated. The L-PBF process parameters were defined
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using first-order analytical models to avoid lack of fusion or
keyhole defects. Two dimensionless parameters were used
to describe the feasible region of the process and choose
the parameter combinations to be studied. Ping tests were
used to identify the Young modulus and the structural damp-
ing of the material as a function of the energy density. The
specimens were tested in as-built, solutioned, and aged con-
ditions. After the execution of the ping tests, the material’s
microstructure of several specimenswas investigated through
low-magnification opticalmicroscopy.Themain features and
conclusions of the proposed work are the following:

• While prior research primarily explored the influence
of the strain rate on the material’s behavior, the pro-
posed investigation fills a critical gap in the current
knowledge base and delves into the intricate dynam-
ics of additively manufactured materials, with a specific
emphasis on the dynamic Young modulus and structural
damping obtained for several process parameters combi-
nations andheat treatments.Moreover, a novel systematic
methodology based on ping tests was proposed to assess
the dynamic behavior of any additively manufactured
material.

• The results show that the dynamic Young modulus inc-
reases as energy density decreases following a parabolic
trend until reaching a plateau for Ed = 45.4 J/mm3 (cor-
responding to a 23% increase compared to the Baseline
parameters), whereas the structural damping is approx-
imately constant and equal to ζ = 0.0009 for all the
analyzed test conditions.

• The dynamic Young modulus trend obtained in as-built
conditions is preserved after the execution of the solu-
tioning and aging heat treatments, which further increase
the dynamicYoungmodulus. In other terms, any process-
induced residual stress has a negligible influence on the
dynamic behavior of the printed material.

• A significant microstructural variation was observed for
the adopted process parameters. The main differences
concern the direction of the cooling thermal gradient
and the appearance of alternative solidification directions
as the process energy density decreases. The Baseline
parameters produce dendritic structures oriented along
the build direction and with high longitudinal exten-
sion. On the other side, the lower energy density sets
produce a more isotropic material and smaller grains.
The microstructure variations were consistently corre-
lated with the dynamic results.

• The research showed that the L-PBF process parameters
canbefine-tuned tomodify thematerial’s dynamicYoung
modulus without altering its structural damping. This
knowledge is essential for optimizingmaterial properties,
ensuring the reliability and performance of additively
manufactured components, and aiding in their optimiza-

tion for a wide range of applications in whichmechanical
parts are subject to vibrations of different magnitudes.
As an example, the dynamic Young modulus variations
observed may be fundamental for all the Inconel 718
applications in which it is necessary to shift the sys-
tem’s natural frequencies to avoid any intersection with
its working regimes (extending the component’s life and
preventing the system’s failure).
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